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HW 5 posted. Deadline:  * Monday 3.00 PM *  
-- Tip from the coach: Do it earlier, as practice for mid term (it covers only 
parts included in exam). 
 
Lab Wednesday/Thursday --  “Spectra” 
http://jonsundqvist.com/phys133/labs.html 
 
Mid term Friday * 3.30 PM SHL 100* (that is, here)    
 
Problems and MC sample questions on course home page (now also 
including answers):  http://jonsundqvist.com/phys133/calender.html 
 
Today after class -- DrJ solves problems, before lab starts.  
Thursday -- Christi makes ‘astro-jeopardy’ during class; extra credits on stake. 
 



Last time -- Sisters of the Sun 

•  Annie Jump 
Cannon and her 
sisters at 
Harvard laid the 
foundation of 
modern stellar 
classification. 
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Last time…  

 
•  How do we measure stellar luminosities? 
•  How can we know the chemical composition 

of stars? 
•  How do measure distances to stars?  
•  How do we measure stellar temperatures? 
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A star’s spectral type reveals its temperature  



Which absorption lines are present in a star's spectrum (and 
how strong they are) also tells the star’s surface chemical 
composition: Roughly, hydrogen ¾, Helium 1/4,  Rest < 2 %  !  
(by mass)    



Luminosity:  
Amount of power a star 
radiates (energy per second 
= watts)  
 
Apparent brightness:  
Amount of starlight that 
reaches Earth (energy per 
second per square meter)  
 
Surface flux (“surface 
brightness”):  
Amount of power a star 
radiates per area (energy per 
second per square meter) 
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B =
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Luminosity:  
Amount of power a star 
radiates (energy per 
second = watts)  
 
 

B = �T 4

L = AB = 4⇡R2�T 4

with stellar radius R. Often
expressed in units of solar luminosity:
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Surface area Flux/surface brightness 

Tip from the coach: Don’t confuse stellar surface 
flux (“surface brightness”) with apparent 
brightness. The first is measured on surface of 
star, the latter on earth.   

Surface area 

Apparent brightness: b = L/(4⇡d2)
d = distance to star 
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Last time 



Last time -- Parallax and Distance 

 p = parallax angle 
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d (in parsecs) = 
p (in arcseconds) 

1 

d (in light-years) = 3.26 × 
p (in arcseconds) 

1 



Measuring the luminosity of a star 
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Using our high-tech telescopes in PHYS133, 
we have measured the parallax of the star 
WT15 to 0.1 arcsec, and our detectors here 
in SHL100 has recorded the star’s apparent 
brightness to be 3.2 * 10^-10 J/(sm^2).  
 
Let’s calculate the star’s luminosity!  
  
Relate this luminosity to that of the Sun!  
 
What is the apparent brightness of the Sun?  



Binary Star Orbits 

Orbit of a binary star system depends on the 
gravitational attraction between the stars. 
(Recall Ch. 4 !) 
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Types of Binary Star Systems  

•  Visual binary 
•  Eclipsing binary 
•  Spectroscopic binary 

About half of all stars are in binary systems. 
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Visual Binary  

We can directly observe the orbital motions of 
these stars. 
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Eclipsing Binary 

We can measure periodic eclipses. 
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Spectroscopic Binary 

We determine the orbit by measuring Doppler 
shifts. Remember Ch. 5:  
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We measure mass using 
gravity. 
 
Direct mass 
measurements are 
possible only for stars in 
binary star systems. 
 
 
 
p = period 
a = average separation 

Isaac Newton 

 p2  =                      a3 
        4π2 

G (M1 + M2) Tip from the coach: In a star-
planet system, we can neglect 
the planet’s mass (Ch. 4). In a 
star-star system, we must 
include both M1 and M2  



Need two out of three observables to 
measure mass: 

1.  Orbital period (p) 
2.  Orbital separation (a or r = radius) 
3.  Orbital velocity (v) 

For circular orbits, v = 2πr / p r M

v
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Some things we’ve learned 
•  Sisters of the Sun, spectral classification, and the chemical 

composition of stars.   
•  How do we measure stellar luminosities? 

–  If we measure a star's apparent brightness and distance, we can 
compute its luminosity with the inverse square law for light. 

–  Parallax tells us distances to the nearest stars. 
•  How do we measure stellar temperatures? 

–  A star's color and spectral type both reflect its temperature. 
•  How do we measure stellar masses? 

–  Newton's version of Kepler's third law tells us the total mass of a 
binary system, if we can measure the orbital period (p) and 
average orbital separation of the system (a). 
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A very brief (and far from complete) 
summary of some concepts… 
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Ch 1: 
Physical and time scale of the Universe.  
Expansion of the Universe 
Light-years 
Moving through the Universe  
 
Ch2:  
Cause of seasons 
Phases of the moon 
Eclipses   
Retrograde motion 
Precession 
 

Ch 3: 
 
Science and non-science 
The Copernican revolution 
Kepler’s laws 
 
Ch4:  
Newton’s laws 
Conservation of: 
Momentum, angular momentum, 
and energy 
Gravity 
Orbits and Newton’s version of 
Kepler’s 3rd law 



A very brief (and far from complete) 
summary of some concepts… 

Ch 5: 
Light – wavelength, frequency, speed, 
energy 
Forms of light  
Matter 
Absorption, emission 
Doppler shift 
Spectra 
Telescopes 
Thermal radiation characteristics 
 

Ch 11: 
Fusion 
Gravity and pressure 
Layers of the sun 
Interior of Sun  
Convection 
Solar activity 
 
Ch12:  
Chemical composition 
Spectral classification 
Luminosity  
Stellar flux/surface brightness 
Apparent brightness on earth  
Stellar Parallax  
Stellar masses  


